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OVERVIEW 

BACKGROUND   

The Jefferson Parish Department of Property Maintenance Zoning/Quality of Life (PMZ) has the 

responsibility to administer and enforce specific provisions of the Jefferson Parish Code of Ordinances in 

a consistent and equitable manner.  Functions of PMZ includea but are not limited to: 

 Performing site inspections and issuing violations when warranted,  

 Inspecting taxi cabs to ensure compliance,  

 Inspecting lodging accommodations, 

 Issuing work orders to cut weeds and grass, and remove trash and debris, and 

 Tagging and removing abandoned vehicles. 

The focus of this review is on the tagging and removing of abandoned vehicles.  PMZ secured a two-year 

revenue-generating contract b  that engaged Moon’s Towing Service, Inc. (Moon’s Towing or the 

“Contractor”) for the removal and towing of junked, derelict and abandoned vehicles, boats, oversized 

and commercial vehicles, trailers and other oversized objects (hereafter referred to as “vehicles”).  In 

general, once vehicles that need to be removed from an area are identified, PMZ issues a violation notice 

to the vehicle owner providing them with an allotted time frame to cure the violation.  If the violation is 

not cured, then PMZ authorizes Moon’s Towing to remove the vehicle.  Moon’s Towing is to remit 

payment to the Parish each month based on a per vehicle type charge as established via contract.  The 

Contractor is then permitted to collect towing fees from the owner when the vehicle is retrieved, or take 

ownership of the vehicle if it is not claimed by the owner.c 

The Contractor tows vehicles as a result of: 

a) Public Property: PMZ Field Inspector tagging the vehicle thereby issuing a notice that the vehicle 

will be towed if the violation is not cured, or  

b) Private Property: If accessible, a derelict vehicle is tagged.  Otherwise, the owner is issued a zoning 

violation that goes through an administrative process.  If necessary, a Hearing Officer determines 

that the vehicle needs to be towed, then an “Enforcement Order” is issued to the owner. 

Tagged vehicle violations are tracked through a 

system called “CERVIS.”  Enforcement Orders are not 

tracked in CERVIS or any other electronic system.  

Internal Audit obtained the number of vehicles towed 

by the Contractor versus the number of vehicles 

tagged by the Field Inspectors for fiscal years 2017 

and 2018, along with the first two quarters of 2019.  

An average of 59% of vehicles tagged were towed by 

the contractor. This data is only for tagged vehicles 

since Enforcement Order data was not available.  

                                                           
a Source: Jefferson Parish 2019 Annual (approved) Budget, page 122 
b See Attachment A for the towing contract between Jefferson Parish and Moon’s Towing, Inc. 
c See Attachments B and C for Bid Specifications and per vehicle remittance structure. 
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OBJECTIVES   

The objectives of this review were to: 

1) Ensure compliance with and adequate monitoring of the current revenue-generating contract 

with Moon’s Towing,  

2) Evaluate Internal Controls surrounding revenue due to the Parish, from the issuance of violations 

related to the junked, derelict, and abandoned vehicles through receipt of payment, and 

3) Review the workflow process of the same (#2). 

SCOPE 

The Department of Internal Audit evaluated the current policies and procedures, and internal controls in 

place for effectiveness, adequacy, and efficiency of operations.  The revenue-generating contract with 

Moon’s Towing, referenced by the Parish as Contract #55-17813, was reviewed along with related Bid 

Specifications #50-123613. The current contract term as of the timing of this report is effective October 

18, 2018, through October 17, 2020, authorized via Resolution #132187d.  Internal Audit also reviewed 

the towing contracts that were previously in place. 

Internal Audit reviewed a sample of electronic reports submitted by Moon’s Towing, which details the 

daily outcome of each attempt at towing a vehicle. Also, select monthly reports which lists all vehicles 

towed, date towed, etc. were reviewed.  Internal Audit also retrieved relevant financial data from the 

Parish’s AS/400 Financial Management System.  General knowledge of the Parish’s internal control 

structure was exercised, revisited, and confirmed throughout this audit.  Additionally, Internal Audit 

obtained information about towing services in other municipalities. 

In order to obtain an understanding of the processes in place by the Department relative to the towing 

contract, Internal Audit interviewed key employees.  (See Attachment F for a process diagram relative to 

the contract under review.) 

The Department Director requested this review as a result of inefficiencies noted during previous 

departmental self-assessments. The report covers only the areas as indicated in the Objectives and 

adheres to the Scope, as stated above. 

 

  

                                                           
d See Attachment D for Resolution 132187. 
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CONTRACT REPORTING 

CRITERIA 

Specifications for Bid #50-123613 related to the contract under review require that Moon’s Towing 
provide the Parish with a daily electronic report and a monthly report detailing the outcome of each 
attempt at towing a vehicle. 
 
Excerpt from Bid specifications: 

 

FINDINGS 
 
The Department could not locate all daily activity reports as required by the contract under review.  The 
Contractor did not remit activity reports on a daily basis.  The Contractor did not consistently send monthly 
reports.   
 
OBSERVATIONS 

Internal Audit requested daily reports received on the dates shown in the table on the next page of this 

report.  Out of the twenty (20) reports, five (5) were received timely from the Contractor.  All others were 

either not received or could not be located by the Department.  Upon review of the reports received, they 

appeared to contain the information as required by the contract. 

The Department did not effectively retain all daily electronic reports.  Internal Audit expanded the original 

sample requested and was able to verify if Moon’s Towing had been sending such reports on a daily basis.  

Moon’s Towing represented via email that they did not submit reports when they did not tow vehicles on 

the previous day; however, PMZ represented that they usually require daily reports detailing the previous 

days’ work. 
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Internal Audit requested monthly reports received on the dates in the table shown below.  Out of the five 

(5) months requested, one (1) was received timely from the Contractor.  Upon review of the reports 

received, they appeared to contain the 

information as required by the contract. 

 

Green text indicates compliance while 

Red text indicates non-compliance with 

the terms of the contract. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

#1:  All reports should be retained on a 

network drive that is backed up 

regularly and accessible by designated 

employees in the event of staff 

transitions.  This control procedure 

should be incorporated into formal, 

written policies and procedures. 

#2: The Department should strive to 

obtain both daily and monthly reports 

as per the terms of the contract.  

 

PAYMENTS FROM CONTRACTOR 

CRITERIA 

Specifications for Bid #50-123613 related to the contract under review require that Moon’s Towing remit 
payment within 30 days following the monthly reports.  Excerpt from Bid specifications: 
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FINDINGS 
 
Payments were not consistently remitted by the Contractor every 30 days.  Payments were not regularly 

sent to the Department of Accounting in a timely manner to be deposited.  Transaction descriptions in 

the general ledger do not lend to effective contract monitoring. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Payments Made by Contractor 

Payments received from Moon’s Towing are tracked in the Parish’s AS/400 Financial Management System 

(AS/400) and recorded in account number 10010-5326.4: Abandoned Vehicle Scrap.  Internal Audit 

reviewed the revenue recorded for fiscal years 2017, 2018, up to and including August 2019.  

Conceptually, payments should be recorded in the AS/400 approximately every 30 days regardless of the 

specific day a monthly payment is duee. The time-lapse between payments from one month to the next 

ranged from three (3) days to one hundred twenty-six (126) days for the period reviewed.  The varied 

time-lapse indicates that payments were not received, processed, and recorded in accordance with the 

terms of the contract – every 30 days. 

 

Payment Processing by PMZ 

When PMZ receives a payment and remittance documentation (the monthly report) from the Contractor, 

the Department reconciles the amount with information entered into the CERVIS database.  Once 

reconciliation is complete, PMZ prepares a memo to send to accounting along with the check to be 

deposited.  Internal Audit reviewed remittance information for each payment entry in the AS/400 for fiscal 

years 2017, 2018, up to and including August 2019.  When comparing the check date to the memo date, 

the days the check was held in the Department during the reconciliation process (Days Held) ranged from 

two (2) days to ninety-five (95) days.f     

                                                           
e Example: Internal Audit interprets monthly payments to be due by August 5th for tows occurring during June. 
f See Attachment H for a “Days Held Analysis” 
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PMZ represented that they did not have a policy in place that calls for the quick and timely deposit of 

checks received.  That is to say; PMZ does not send the check to the Department of Accounting until the 

reconciliation process is complete.   

In further analyzing the Days Held, it appears that the number of days increased after the person 

responsible for processing payments resigned from the Parish.  The Department was then short-staffed 

and fell behind.   At one point in time, the Department had four (4) months’ worth of payments, or 

$10,500, held before reconciliation was complete and checks were sent the Department of Accounting 

for deposit.  (See the table below for data as of September 5, 2019.) 

Internal Audit notified the Department Director, Catherine Toppel, who immediately called for the deposit 

of all checks held.  Ms. Toppel also represented that the Department will develop a formal written policy 

regarding the quick and timely deposit of all checks, independent of the reconciliation process. 

 

 

Payment Recordation by the Department of Accounting 

The description “pickup inoperable vehicle” is entered in the AS/400 for every payment recorded.  The 

notation entered into the AS/400 does not indicate the month and year of service for each payment 

received, which makes it challenging to ascertain whether the Contractor remitted payments for all 

months.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

#3: PMZ should strive to collect payments from the Contractor in accordance with the contract. 

#4: PMZ should institute and implement a formal written policy to send deposits to Accounting in a quick 

and timely manner.  The deposits can be made independent of the reconciliation process. 

#5: The towing information sent to the Department of Accounting should indicate the service month and 

year so that Accounting can include the month and year in the notation in the general ledger.  Such 

notation will foster more effective contract monitoring.   

 

*** This area was intentionally left blank.  Please proceed to the next page. ***  
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PROCESSESS AND PROCEDURES 

CRITERIA 

Sound internal controls call for the assurance of completeness that all valid transactions have been 

included in the accounting records or related database.  Internal Controls also help ensure that all valid 

transactions are accurate and consistent with originating transaction data.  (See Attachment I for the 

recommended guidance from the Government Finance Officers Association.) 

FINDINGS 
 
Not all violations for derelict vehicles are tracked in the CERVIS database.  

PMZ relies on the Contractor’s representation for vehicles that are towed and determination of the 

payment due from the Contractor to the Parish. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Vehicles are flagged for towing via two different processes depending on whether they are located on 

public or private propertyg.  If a derelict vehicle is located on public property, then a PMZ Field Inspector 

places a violation tag or notice on the vehicle notifying the owner of the violation.  Information regarding 

the violation is entered into a database maintained by the Parish, called “CERVIS.”  The owner has seventy-

two (72) hours to remove the vehicle or otherwise bring it into compliance within the terms of the 

violation.  The Field Inspector inspects the vehicle again after the allotted time and either clears the 

violation or flags it in CERVIS to be towed.  A contract letter or work order is generated from CERVIS and 

sent to Moon’s Towing to notify them that the vehicle needs to be towed. The vehicles are towed without 

supervision by a PMZ Field Inspector. 

In some cases, PMZ Field Inspectors cannot freely enter private property and place a tag on a derelict 

vehicle that is located within.  These types of violations go through an administrative process.  If necessary, 

a hearing officer determines that the vehicle needs to be towed then an “Enforcement Order” is sent to 

PMZ.  Violations issued in such a way are not tracked in the CERVIS system; instead, they are tracked via 

a paper file which contains every Enforcement Order that is issued.  This method of manual tracking places 

the Parish at risk that not all payments will be collected for amounts due. The Enforcement Order is sent 

to Moon’s Towing to notify them that the vehicle needs to be towed.  Additionally, a Field Inspector 

schedules a time to meet Moon’s Towing to supervise 

the towing of the vehicle. 

Moon’s Towing is to send PMZ a daily report with 

detailed information regarding vehicles towed, and a 

monthly report with similar details as specified via the 

contract.  (For more information, refer to the 

“Contract Reporting” section on page 5 of this report.)   

  

                                                           
g See Attachment E for current Processes and Procedures per PMZ. 
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Moon’s Towing is to pay the Parish/PMZ for each vehicle that they tow based on the contract bid 

specifications.  The unit price per vehicle for the contract under review is shown below. 

Such payment is to be remitted monthly.  Once payment is received, PMZ updates the violation (closes 

the case) in the CERVIS system.  During this process, PMZ relies on representation from Moon’s Towing 

as to whether or not a vehicle is towed and thusly whether they owe the Parish for towing a vehicle.  There 

is no system in place for the Parish to verify if a vehicle is towed or not, and thusly if the Parish is due a 

remittance as per the terms of the revenue contract.h 

Internal Audit researched best practices and found other similar revenue contracts in place in San 

Francisco, California; Garland, Texas; and Richmond, Virginia.   The most relevant best practice found 

called for the Contractor to grant access to their towed vehicle management database so that the city’s 

staff can verify the towing fee is collected for all vehicles towed by the Contractor.  Instead of relying 

solely on the Contractor’s representation of what they owe to the city, the city’s staff members invoice 

the Contractor based on database comparisons and collect the amount due to the city.   

Moon’s Towing utilizesi “QuickBooks” for financial software, and “In-Tow Manager Professional” software 

to track towed vehicles.  PMZ staff could start working with the Contractor to gain access to such database 

and institute the practice as described above.  The current contract with Moon’s Towing expires October 

17, 2020.  PMZ should consider formally placing this requirement in future Contracts.j 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

#6: Develop a method within the CERVIS database to track not only the tagged vehicle violations but also 

the Enforcement Orders issued by the Bureau of Administrative Adjudication.  This method will help to 

ensure that amounts are collected for all vehicles towed by the Contractor. 

#7: In future towing services agreements, PMZ should consider requiring the vendor to maintain a 

database of all towed vehicles and grant PMZ access to such database.  PMZ should reconcile the 

Contractor’s database for vehicles towed then invoice the Contractor for the amount due to the Parish.  

Formal policies and procedures should be written to incorporate the invoicing processes. 

                                                           
h See Attachment F for Diagrams of Current Recordkeeping and Payment Processing. 
i Software used by the contractor was not audited.  The software names were obtained from PMZ. 
j See Attachment G for an Example Diagram of Suggested Recordkeeping and Payment Processing.  
Note: Actual processes and procedures put in place by the Department, and the implementation of such is the sole 
responsibility of the Department.  
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CONTRACT RENEWAL 

CRITERIA 

Fees collected by the Parish for the towing of vehicles are recorded as General Fund revenue and help to 

offset General Fund costs.  Any opportunities to reduce net general fund costs should be leveraged to 

their fullest. 

FINDING 
 
The per-unit price received by the parish for passenger vehicles, the Parish’s most commonly towed 

vehicle, decreased by sixty-six percent (66%) over a four (4) year period. 

OBSERVATIONS 

The Parish revenue-generating contracts have been effective for two (2) year periods, starting and 

concluding in mid-October each period.  Evaluating the accuracy of revenue for the beginning of the 

contract was tedious, given the mid-month start date.  Additionally, billing would be simplified at the end 

of a given contract period if the termination date were moved to October 31 versus mid-October.   Internal 

Audit recommends the future contract period be from October 18, 2020, through October 31, 2022, if the 

Department continues with another two year contract. 

During a review of monthly reports as described the “Contract Reporting” section of this report, Internal 

Audit noted that the most common type of vehicle towed is passenger vehicles.  This observation is 

supported by the estimated quantities used via the Bid Process, as shown in the table on the next page.  

Internal Audit compared vehicle unit prices paid to the Parish under the current two year contract period 

along with the three previous contract periods.  As shown below, the per-unit price for passenger vehicles 

decreased from $125 to $42, representing a sixty-six percent (66%) decrease per-unit from October 2014 

to October 2018. (Outlined in gold.)  One should also note that the per-unit prices for motorcycles, boats, 

and dumpsters increased by 818%, 636%, and 224%, respectively, for the contracts ending in 2016 to 

2018. (Outlined in green.)  Additionally, unit prices paid to the Parish are lower in the current period than 

they were in the last three contracts.  These observations highlight the notion that contracts awarded 

contained unit prices that varied greatly from contract to contract. 
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Internal Audit further explored the reason for the unit price fluctuations by examining the procurement 

method of securing the contract.  Procurement of this revenue contract has consistently been achieved 

via the Public Bid process, which is primarily used to secure Public Works cost contracts.  The Public Bid 

process helps to ensure that contracts are awarded to a Contractor who bids the lowest responsible price.  

Simplistically, bids submitted to the Parish by a specific date, are opened and read aloud.  The Contractor 

with the lowest responsible bid price is selected to complete the work.  The selection is later confirmed 

and ratified by the Parish Council, who has the authority to choose a different Contractor. 

In the case of this PMZ revenue contract, the Contractor with the highest responsible bid is selected.  Unit 

prices are applied against estimated quantities of types of vehicles towed to calculate the “Total Revenue” 

per the bid.  (Shown in red text on the previous page and below.)  The Total Revenue in the bids selected 

for the contract periods shown is not representative of the actual revenues received.  This is because a 

weighted percentage based on estimated quantities (Weighted Revenue) is not considered via the Public 

Bid process.  Had this method been used, the Total Revenue bid for the current contract would have been 

considered at $38,339 instead of $120,605, as shown in the table below.   

 

The weighted revenue is a more realistic number on which to select the highest responsible bid because 

it determines total revenue based on the anticipated frequency or quantity of tows to occur.  Not applying 

a quantity weight in the bid evaluation process enables the bidder to potentially artificially inflate the total 

revenue amount by bidding very high per-unit prices for vehicles that are infrequently or perhaps never 

towed. 

Applying the quantity weight or using the weighted revenue as part of the contract award process can be 

achieved through the Request for Proposal (RFP) process.  PMZ should consider using the RFP process 

instead of the Bid Process for future contracts. 

PMZ has expressed concern that there has been only one bid for this contract for the last two contract 

periods.  Changing the procurement process relative to the total revenue evaluation component will give 

Contractors a fair chance at obtaining the contract given the particulars of the contract, and may 

encourage more competition.  The Department typically starts six months in advance to secure this 

contract.  Internal Audit suggests beginning the procurement process upon issuance of this report in case 

of lack of Contractor responsiveness.  This will allow the Department to re-advertise the RFP if necessary. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

#8:  Procure the revenue-generating towing contract through the Request for Proposal process instead of 

the Public Bid process, if deemed lawful by the Parish Attorney’s Office.  This process will allow for a more 

equitable evaluation of per-unit pricing and may encourage more Contractors to submit proposals. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS (continued) 

#9: The RFP evaluation committee should evaluate the proposed total revenue based on a weighted 

average of estimated quantities.  This method calculates a more realistic revenue for comparison among 

Contractors. 

#10: PMZ should start the contract procurement process upon issuance of this report so that the Parish 

has more time and the ability to reject proposals, or try again if proposals received are not responsible. 

For ease of monitoring and billing, Internal Audit recommends future contracts end on October 31 with 

the subsequent contract renewing on November 1. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, the review highlighted opportunities for policies and procedures to be put in place to 

effectively obtain and retain all documents as required by the contract.  Processes to collect payments 

from the Contractor need to be enhanced, and deposits need to be made promptly.  Notations can also 

be improved when recording revenue in the general ledger. 

Processes and procedures should be tailored so that all vehicles identified for towing, whether on public 

or private property, are tracked in the electronic database (CERVIS).  Additionally, the Department should 

not rely solely on the Contractor’s representation for amounts due to the Parish.   

For future contracts, PMZ should work with the Department of Purchasing to secure the contract via the 

Request for Proposal (RFP) process instead of the Public Bid process.  The RFP evaluation committee 

should evaluate proposed revenue amounts by applying the weighted average of quantities percentages 

against each revenue line submitted.  Internal Audit recommends that the process to secure the next 

contract start upon issuance of this report. 

The Department of Property Maintenance Zoning/Quality of Life should review and take appropriate 

actions as noted in the ten (10) recommendations contained within this report.   

 

REPORT WRAP UP 

Internal Audit obtained responses from both the Department and the Parish Administration which can be 

found in Attachments #2 and #3, immediately following this report.   

Internal Audit would like to thank PMZ for initiating this review, and for their professionalism, assistance, 

and full cooperation during the process of this review. 

 

****END**** 
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ATTACHMENT A 

MOON’S TOWING SERVICE INC / CONTRACT #55-17813 
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ATTACHMENT B 

BID SPECIFICATIONS FOR #50-123613 
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ATTACHMENT C 

BID FROM MOON’S TOWING SERVICE, INC. 
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ATTACHMENT D 

RESOLUTION NO. 132167 
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ATTACHMENT E 

PMZ PROCESSES & PROCEDURES FOR RECEIPT OF PAYMENT 
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ATTACHMENT F 

TOWING: DIAGRAM OF CURRENT  

RECORDKEEPING AND PAYMENT PROCESSING 
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ATTACHMENT G 

TOWING: EXAMPLE DIAGRAM OF SUGGESTED 

RECORDKEEPING AND PAYMENT PROCESSING 

 

Note: Actual processes and procedures put in place by the Department, and the implementation of such 

is the sole responsibility of the Department. 
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ATTACHMENT H 

DAYS HELD ANALYSIS 
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ATTACHMENT I 

GFOA RECOMMENDED – COSO FRAMEWORK 

 

As recommended by the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), Internal Controls will be 

evaluated based on guidance from the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations’ (COSO) comprehensive 

framework on internal controls.  COSO was organized in 1985 in response to concerns in Congress 

regarding fraudulent financial reporting and improper payments by corporations.  COSO published 

Internal Control – Integrated Framework in 1992 which was later revised and reissued in 2013.   

According to COSO, internal control is a process effected by those charged with governance, management, 

and other personnel, designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of objectives 

in the following categories: 

 Effectiveness and efficiency of operations 

 Reliability of financial reporting 

 Compliance with applicable laws and regulations 

In other words, internal controls help to “make sure things happen the way you want them to happen and 

bad or unexpected things don’t happen.” – Deane Hennett, Director of Internal Audit, Old Dominion 

University. 

The COSO Internal Control Framework outlines five (5) core principles. (See the graphic on the next page.) 

1. Control Environment 

2. Risk Assessment 

3. Control Activities 

4. Information and Communication 

5. Monitoring Activities 

This report will focus on Control Activities, specifically: 

 Formal Written Policies and Procedures – the blueprint of controls. 

 Segregations of Duties – separation of custody, authorization, recordkeeping, and 

reconciliation functions. 

 Control over Transactions – approval, authorization, review, and verification of 

transactions. 

 Physical Controls – access to assets (currency, equipment, inventories, etc.) is secure and 

restricted to appropriate personnel. 

 Reconciliation – various financial records agree to one another such as “cash register” 

control total to cash drawer count to bank statement deposit amount. 
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ATTACHMENT #1 

AUDITOR INDEPENDENCE STATEMENT 

 

According to Ordinance No. 25549 (April 4, 2018), Sec.2-162.2(a) and (d), the Director of Internal Audit 

“shall engage in audit activities and complete audits in an independent manner, free of any organizational 

or personal impairment.  The Director shall attest in writing that all audit activity was concluded with 

independence, free from organizational or personal impairment.” 

 

 

The following is the required attestation meant to comply with both professional standards and Jefferson 

Parish Ordinance No. 25549. 

ATTESTATION: 

Internal Audit Report #2019-007 was conducted with independence and free from organizational or 

personal impairment. 

 

 
 
 
 
TARA HAZELBAKER, CPA 
DIRECTOR OF INTERNAL AUDIT 
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ATTACHMENT #2 

RESPONSE FROM JP DEPARTMENT OF PMZ 

 

# IA Recommendation: Department Response: 

1 
 

PG 6 

 All reports should be retained on the 
network drive that is backed up regularly 
and accessible by designated employees in 
the event of staff transitions.  This control 
procedure should be incorporated into 
formal, written policies and procedures. 
 

Agree with this recommendation.  All reports are 
now being stored on the N: drive and are 
accessible by multiple employees.  Procedure has 
been written into formal policies. 

2 
 

PG 6 

The Department should strive to obtain 
both daily and monthly reports as per the 
terms of the contract. 

We currently strive to collect daily and monthly 
reports and will continue to do so. 

3 
 

PG 8 

PMZ should strive to collect payments 
from the Contractor in accordance with the 
contract. 
 

We currently strive to collect payments in 
accordance with the contract and will continue 
to do so. 

4 
 

PG 8 

PMZ should institute and implement a 
formal written policy to send deposits to 
Accounting in a quick and timely manner.  
The deposits can be made independent of 
the reconciliation process. 
 

Agree with this recommendation.  Procedure has 
been written into formal policies. 

5 
 

PG 8 

The towing information sent to the 
Department of Accounting should indicate 
the service month and year so that 
Accounting can include the month and year 
in the notation in the general ledger.  Such 
notation will foster more effective contract 
monitoring.   
 

Agree with this recommendation.  Procedure has 
been written into formal policies to include 
service month and year with the check deposits. 
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# IA Recommendation: Department Response: 

6 
 

PG 
10 

Develop a method within the CERVIS 
database to track not only the tagged 
vehicle violations but also the Enforcement 
Orders issued by the Bureau of 
Administrative Adjudication.  This method 
will help to ensure that amounts are 
collected for all vehicles towed by the 
Contractor. 
 

Agree with this recommendation.  This will be 
implemented within the 2020 calendar year.  
PMZ/QOL in conjunction with New Era are 
responsible for completing this 
recommendation. 

7 
 

PG 
10 

In future towing services agreements, PMZ 
should consider requiring the vendor to 
maintain a database of all towed vehicles 
and grant PMZ access to such database.  
PMZ should reconcile the Contractor’s 
database for vehicles towed then invoice 
the Contractor for the amount due to the 
Parish.  Formal policies and procedures 
should be written to incorporate the 
invoicing processes. 
 

Do not agree with this recommendation.  With 
the nature of competition in the towing field, I 
believe this cannot be achieved.  However, I do 
believe it is reasonable to require the towing 
company to list the fee’s paid per vehicle on their 
daily and monthly reports. 

8 
 

PG 
12 

Procure the revenue-generating towing 
contract through the Request for Proposal 
process instead of the Public Bid process, if 
deemed lawful by the Parish Attorney’s 
Office.  This process will allow for a more 
equitable evaluation of per-unit pricing 
and may encourage more Contractors to 
submit proposals. 
 

Agree to attempt this recommendation.  Will 
work with Purchasing to pursue the RFP process 
immediately in preparation for the end of 
contract in October of 2020. 

9 
 

PG 
13 

The RFP evaluation committee should 
evaluate the proposed total revenue based 
on a weighted average of estimated 
quantities.  This method calculates a more 
realistic revenue for comparison among 
Contractors. 
 

Agree to this recommendation provided the RFP 
process is successful in obtaining bidders. 

10 
 

PG 
13 

PMZ should start the contract 
procurement process upon issuance of this 
report so that the Parish has more time and 
the ability to reject proposals, or try again 
if proposals received are not responsible. 
For ease of monitoring and billing, Internal 
Audit recommends future contracts end on 
October 31 with the subsequent contract 
renewing on November 1. 
 

Agree to this recommendation.  Will work with 
purchasing to pursue the RFP process 
immediately in preparation for the end of 
contract in October of 2020 and will extend the 
date of the contract to October 31. 
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ATTACHMENT #3 

RESPONSE* FROM PARISH ADMINISTRATION 
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* Response received via email on October 11, 2019,  

from Walter Brooks, Jefferson Parish Chief Operating Officer. 
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